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EDITORIAL 
 
Welcome to the May 2017 production of The Hobby. 
This month many of us are undertaking survey work, either BBS perhaps or walking stretches of river for 
the Waterways Breeding Bird Survey, however we would wish to invite all members to get involved in the 
Swift Survey, details of which are included in this edition of the bulletin as well as on the website. Also 
included this time is an excellent account from Martin Palmer of the efforts he, and others, went to in 
order get views of our county first Little Bunting; thirty hours or so in Martin’s case!  Thankfully it made 
itself easy in the end so all who went to the site were rewarded. Good birding to all…   
     Andy Grimsey 
 
MARCH – APRIL 2017 BIRD NEWS 
 
Contributors: please phone Steve Blain on 07979 606300 or email recorder@bedsbirdclub.org.uk  with 
any news or records. Records are preferred via the online system BirdTrack, using the Excel file found 
on the Bird Club Website, singly using the online form ( http://tinyurl.com/2v6oweh ), or on paper.   
 
March 2017 
 
White-fronted Goose - A first-winter was regularly seen around Broom GP until April 29th at least.  
Pintail - Four were at Radwell Lakes on 4th, three were at Chimney Corner North ClP on 7th, and two 
were at Flitwick SW on 12th. 
Great White Egret - One was at Radwell Lakes on 3rd (PJ), and another was at Derek Whites Eggs pit 
on 5th (MB).  
Marsh Harrier - Migrants were at Derek Whites Eggs pit on 15th, and Biggleswade Common on 24th, 
and at Broom GP on 25th. 
Grey Plover - One stayed at Broom GP from 17th-21st 
Eurasian Curlew - One flew over Shefford calling at night on 10th. 
Mediterranean Gull - A second-winter was at Grovebury SP on 4th 
Little Gull - One was at Stewartby Lake, one on the Pillinge, MVCP and three at Priory CP on 27th 
Great Grey Shrike - One was on the county boundary at Little Staughton on 15th-18th 
Common Chiffchaff - A probable of the Siberian form “tristis” was at Biggleswade SW on 26th (MB) 
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Waxwing - Four were in Biggleswade on 4th, six at the Lodge RSPB on 16th, 20 in Flitwick on 24th, 
and 14 at the Lodge RSPB on 30th 
Ring Ouzel - One was at Broom GP on 24th, one at Blows Downs on 27th 
Rock Pipit - One was at Broom GP on 12th. 
Twite - The Lodge bird was relocated coming to drink regularly between the Lodge and Biggleswade 
Common and was regularly seen up until 15th (RP) 
Common Redpoll - One was seen at the Lodge on 4th (KS) and 10th. 
Little Bunting - The Great Barford bird was regularly seen up to 21st. 
 
April 2017 
 
Whooper Swan - One was at Radwell Lakes on 14th-15th 
Spoonbill – One was on the Pillinge at MVCP on 29th April 
 

 
 
Garganey - A drake stayed at Priory CP from 8th-15th, and a pair were reported at nearby Bedford 
boating lake on 9th.  A drake was also at Broom GP on 30th. 
 
Marsh Harrier - One was at Wilstead on 15th 
Osprey - One flew over Stewartby Lake on 21st, and another was at Grovebury SP on 28th. 
Merlin - One was at MVCP on 21st 
Common Crane - One was reported at MVCP on 12th 
Avocet - A pair visited Broom GP on 13th and 19th 
Dotterel - The first spring trip for many years was a group of four at Henlow Camp for just a couple of 
hours on 16th (AB) 
Grey Plover - One was at Meadow Lane GP on 29th 
Ruff - A male was at Derek Whites Eggs pit on 22nd 
Black-tailed Godwit - One was at Broom GP on 8th, and another there on 25th 
Bar-tailed Godwit - Singles flew over Meadow Lane GP, another was aat Broom GP and another at 
Grovebury SP, all on 30th 
Whimbrel - One was at Broom GP on 17th, and another at MVCP on 24th-27th, and one at Meadow 
Lane GP on 30th 
Eurasian Curlew - Two pairs were back on breeding habitat at Thurleigh Airfield and another pair 
were present near Eaton Bray 
Greenshank - Singles flew through Broom GP on 21st and 23rd. 
Turnstone - One was at Blackcat GP on 17th 
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Black Tern - Beds earliest ever was at Derek Whites Eggs pit on 1st (MB), others were at Southill Lake 
on 30th and anther at Derek Whites Eggs pit the same day, with another also at Priory CP that evening. 
Sandwich Tern - One was at Broom GP on 9th 
Arctic Tern - Two were at Radwell Lakes on 18th, two were at Southill Lake on 26th, one at Derek 
Whites Eggs pit on 29th, one over the Lodge RSPB on 30th, with four at Broom GP  and six at Priory 
CP the same day. 
Turtle Dove - The only birds reported in the county was at Marston Thrift from 20th and at MVCP on 
21st.  Unfortunately the Marston Thrift individual was seen mating with a Collared Dove towards the 
end of the month. 
Great Grey Shrike - One was reported at Great Barford on 23rd (per RBA) 
Wood Warbler - One was present at the Lodge RSPB on 26th-30th 
Waxwing - Twelve were in Biggleswade on 1st. 
Ring Ouzel - One was at Pegsdon Hills on 3rd, on at Blows Downs on 8th, one at Pegsdon Hills on 
12th, 14th, two on 18th-20th, two on 24th, with two at Broom Quarry on 29th 
 

 
 
Nightingale – Birds were back in suitable scrub habitat in the brick pits with singers located at 
Brogborough Lake, Stewartby Station, Coronation ClP and Elstow ClP 
 
Common Redstart - One was at Brogborough Hill on 1st, at Blows Downs on 16th, with another 
Brogborough Hill on 16th, Two at Blows Downs on 17th, one at Streatleybury on 18th 
Whinchat - Birds were at Broom GP on 15th, Thurleigh Airfield on 16th, singles at Meadow Lane GP 
on 17th and 30th, three at Blows Downs on 30th 
Yellow Wagtail - A Blue-headed Wagtail or hybrid was at Stewartby Lake on 17th-22nd (JR) 
Tree Pipit - Singles were reported at Pegsdon Hills on 3rd and at Galley Hill on 18th.  Another was at 
Aspley Heath on 15th.  None lingered for more than a day. 
Rock Pipit - One was at Broom GP on 8th. 
 
Observers:   
 
Kathy Simms – KS; Richard Patient – RP; Matt Bruce – MB; Phil Jackman – PJ;  
@AndyBirding (twitter) – AB; James Robson – JR 
 
We thank all contributors who have submitted their records directly to the Recorder, or via Bedsbirds 
Email Group as well as other sources. 

Compiled by Steve Blain 
recorder@bedsbirdclub.org.uk 
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PROGRAMME MATTERS  
 
Dawn Chorus                                                                                                    
 
It was not without much regret that we cancelled this year’s Dawn Chorus meeting after a run of 31 
continuous years . In fact, at present it is unlikely that we shall resurrect this event next year for a number 
of reasons. You can read the short history of the Maulden Wood meetings later in this edition. 
 
Iolo Williams talk - 26th September                                                     
 
Tickets for our 25th birthday event are selling well but we still have plenty left.  I will arrange for them to 
be available at the three remaining outdoor meeting, that is Paxton Pits  25th May;  Sandy Lodge  25th 
June and Dunstable ST Works 9th August.   
 
Admission by ticket only, price £5.00 for paid-up Bird Club/BNHS  members, £8.00 for non-members.  

To apply for tickets please send your cheque, payable to BNHS to: Don Green, Red Cow Farm Cottage, 
Bidwell, Dunstable, LU5 6JP, together with a postage stamp and your address. Envelope supplied. 

If applying for other members please give their names. 

If in doubt give me a call on 01582 867258.  We expect a sell out so don’t leave it too late! 
Don Green 

 
MAULDEN WOOD DAWN CHORUS (1986 – 2016) 
 
I’m not sure when the term ‘Dawn Chorus’ was first coined but according to my research the first such 
event I can identify was a BNHS meeting in Wrest Park on 4th May 1981 led by Julian Knowles.   
 
When we planned a dawn chorus in Maulden Wood in May 1986 who would have predicted that it 
would be the first of an unbroken string of 31 such events.  Paul Trodd led for the first 21 years, until he 
moved to Kent. We were fortunate to have Pete Marshall as an ideal successor to carry on as leader.    
Both Paul and Pete are gifted with outstanding hearing and ID skills. Our thanks go to both of them for 
giving much pleasure to the many participants over the years 
. 
Looking back it is interesting to note some significant changes in the length and composition of the 
species list then and now.   The first walk managed 45 species and included the following: Woodcock, 
Lady Amherst Pheasant, Nightingale, Willow Tit, Tree Pipit, Turtle Dove, Wood Warbler, and 
Grasshopper Warbler. Sadly they have all gone from the wood and many from the county.  In the early 
years we got close to 50 species several times.  Attendances often well exceeded 20 and on occasions we 
needed to split up into two groups. By contrast the turnout last year was only 7 and the bird list totalled 
34. The only gain was a Buzzard, plus of course the bonus of a Firecrest in the lay-by. 
 
The icing on the cake ever since 1987 has been a greatly welcomed full English breakfast prepared by 
Ann Adams, ably assisted by Linda Parsons with John Adams taking the bookings. In the early years this 
all took place in two barns in the wood under very basic conditions. Since 2000 we moved to the luxury 
of the Haynes Church Hall with all mod-con. We owe Ann, Lynda and John an enormous thank you for 
their contribution which made these very early mornings especially worthwhile. 
 
Sadly, as you will have gathered, these meetings have run their course. Several other groups now hold an 
annual Dawn Chorus, we shall move on but I for one will sorely miss the special breakfast.    
    

                                                                                                                   Don Green    
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DUNSTABLE SEWAGE TREATMENT WORKS NR 
 
Please note that Rob Dazley has decided to step down as Honorary Warden of Dunstable Sewage 
Treatment Works and the role will now be filled by a small Warden Team. The reserve will continue to 
be open to members of the Bird Club and BNHS on the first Sunday of each month between 8am and 
noon.  Any enquiries should be addressed to the Team Leader, Mike Jones on 07711 008228, e-mail 
mike_jones51@hotmail.com 
We are indebted to Rob who has managed and developed the reserve with tremendous energy and 
commitment over the last few years. 

                                                                                                                       Mike Jones 
 
 
REPORT OF THE RARITIES COMMITTEE 
 
The following records have all been accepted following the latest meeting and considerations of the 
Bedfordshire Bird Club Rarities Committee. Thank to Chairman Matt Burgess for the data. 
 

Great White Egret Harold & Odell CP 15 August 2016 1 Janet Munro

Black-necked Grebe Peacock's Lake, Broom GPs 20 August 2016 2 Jim P

Little Bittern MVCP, Pillinge 20 August 2016 1 Steve Northwood

Tree Pipit Devon Drive, Biggleswade 23 August 2016 1 Steve Blain

Tree Pipit Meadow Lane GPs 29 August 2016 1 Darren Oakley-Martin

Tree Pipit Galley Hill 29 August 2016 1 Jonathan Palmer

Honey-buzzard Pegsdon Hills 03 September 2016 1 Steve Blain/Andy Grimsey

Gannet Broom GPs 18 September 2016 1 Jim P

Tree Pipit Pegsdon Hills 01 October 2016 1 Steve Blain

Pink-footed Goose Broom GPs 10 October 2016 3 Andre Farrar

Great White Egret Radwell Lakes 16 October 2016 1 Steve Blain

Dartford Warbler Aspley Heath 17 October 2016 1 Andy Jackson

Black-necked Grebe Brogborough Tip Pools 22 October 2016 1 Keith Owen

Great White Egret Dunstable SW 28 October 2016 1 John Lynch

White-fronted Goose - albifronsCainhoe Lakes 10 November 2016 ? Tony Donnelly 

Velvet Scoter GLW- Broom GPs 22 November 2016 2 Jim Gurney

Velvet Scoter Arlesey Blue Lagoon 23 November 2016 2 Andy Grimsey

Great Northern Diver Grovebury SP 23 November 2016 1 John Lynch

Siberian Chiffchaff Bedford SW 27 November 2016 1 Steve Blain

Grey Phalarope Peacock's Lake, Broom GPs 04 December 2016 1 Richard Cooper

Brent Goose Priory Park CP 29 December 2016 1 Dave Kramer  
 
 
NEW MEMBERS 
 
We would like to welcome the following new members to the Beds Bird Club: 
 
Perry Franks, Lower Stondon 
Peter and Gillian Sharp, Clophill 
 
We hope you will enjoy many years of membership with us 
 

Mary Sheridan 
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OUR SWIFTS ARE BACK – BUT HOW CAN WE HELP THIS DECLINING SPECIES? 
 
From May to August, our summer skies are enlivened by the aerial acrobatics and high-pitched screams 
of our fastest flying bird – the swift. (Okay, peregrines are faster, but only in a steep dive or stoop.)  
 
Up and down the land, keen ‘swifters’ have been posting excited messages from the 6/7th May about the 
return of their swifts from Africa. Swifts travel around 6,000 miles back to the UK, averaging around 500 
miles each day to find food. They are the ultimate flying machines, sleeping in the air and landing only to 
raise their young in the nooks and crannies of buildings. Swifts are the perfect neighbours, entering and 
leaving their nest sites quietly and leaving few, if any, droppings.  
 

 
 
Lovers of these birds eagerly await their return and ensure their nest sites are well-protected year to year. 
Some enthusiasts even create extra cavities in their houses or put up special nest boxes to attract more of 
these fascinating house guests. 
However, many swifts are not so lucky. Returning from their long flight from sub-Saharan Africa, some 
birds find their nests are no longer accessible. During building works and renovations, people often 
replace soffits and fascias in the roof, little realising they are blocking up swift nesting sites. And since 
very few new buildings incorporate swift bricks or small gaps which swifts can utilise, our swifts are 
increasingly losing nest sites where they’re able to breed.  
This is believed to be one of the reasons why the UK has seen a marked drop in swift numbers. Swifts 
declined by 47% in the UK from 1995-2014, a rate of around 3% per year.  In Shillington alone, where I 
live, we know of two colonies that have been destroyed by building works in the last 20 years 
 
So what can we do to help our swifts? 
 
We need to understand where our remaining swifts are breeding so that these nest sites can be retained 
by giving advice to the owners of buildings or alerting local authorities when colonies are threatened by 
renovation works. Space can usually be made in roof repairs to retain access for swifts without 
compromising the upgrade or repair, or if this isn’t possible, nest boxes can be erected. 
 
Please let us know where you see swifts entering and leaving buildings in your area, or failing that tell us 
where you see swifts flying low around buildings. They often do this while calling or screaming, usually 
entering their nest sites at dusk or sometimes during the day when they’re feeding young. There’s a form 
on the Bedfordshire Birds Website where you can record your sightings (http://bedsbirdclub.org.uk/) 
and we would be grateful to receive completed forms back with at least the location, date and recorder 
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details. Other information would be lovely, but can be collected later if necessary. First things first...let’s 
get those breeding locations identified. 
We may be able to help you with advice or even a box or two if you want to put up some swift nest 
boxes on your house. 
 
At the end of the summer season, we will be sharing our swift records with the RSPB, uploading data 
onto the newly updated national survey at: 
https://www.rspb.org.uk/our-work/conservation/conservation-projects/swifts/ 
 
Happy swift watching.  
 
Graham Bellamy on behalf of The Bedfordshire Swift Group… a few folk keen to make sure we protect 
the remaining swift colonies in Bedfordshire. 
Contact: graham @gcbellamy.plus.com 
 
P.S. If you’d like to know more about swifts, check out the Swift Conservation website (www.swift-
conservation.org). 
 
 
BTO HOUSE MARTIN NEST STUDY 
 
In 2017, the BTO are repeating last year's House Martin Nest Study. The survey methodology is the 
same as last year although there have been a small number of changes to the online system which is now 
live (https://app.bto.org/houma-nests/login.jsp). Survey Instructions and forms can be downloaded 
from the BTO resources page (https://www.bto.org/volunteer-surveys/house-martin-survey/house-
martin-nest-study-2016/resources). The BTO would like to compare records from the same nests in 
2016 and 2017 so hope that those who took part last year will participate again this year, but would 
also welcome records from extra sites. It is hoped that the extra detail will help to identify why House 
Martins are in trouble in some areas.    
 

 

 

You may select your own study site and are asked to observe one or more nests regularly throughout the 

breeding season, i.e. from April to September (and possibly into early October). Ideally, you need to be 

able to observer the nests for just a few minutes once a week and record any activity seen. If you are able 

to watch the nest more frequently this will enable more accurate estimates of egg-laying dates and how 

long it takes young birds to fledge. 

Roger Hicks 

BTO Regional Representative for Bedfordshire 
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GALLERY 
 

     
 
Two Avocets appeared at Broom’s GLE pits on two occasions in April, and were also seen on a third 
date at Broom South New Quarry workings briefly flying towards Langford. A pair of birds were also 
brief visitors to Tyttenhanger Gravel Pits, east of St Albans and at Hilfield Park Reservoir over the same 
period and it is possible that one pair of birds is on a grand tour of the area. 
 
The Great White Egret was at Derek Whites Eggs pit. Sightings of this species continue to increase 
though most records have come from the upper Ouse Valley around Harrold & Odell CP. Few have 
lingered but with birds resident for long periods in neighbouring counties, one is surely overdue a long 
stay. 
 
 
LITTLE BUNTING WEST OF GREAT BARFORD, BEDFORDSHIRE –  
30TH JANUARY TO 21ST MARCH 2017 
 
An account by Martin J Palmer written up in May 2017 from field notes made during multiple visits to 
search for and eventually see this new bird for Bedfordshire. 
 
Before I start, I should make it very clear that I did not find this wonderful bird and several others had 
all seen it long before I eventually ‘nailed it’. This is merely an account of the circumstances of the Little 
Bunting’s visit to Bedfordshire which I hope won’t be too boring – at least not to those who took part in 
this spectacle and diligently spent many hours tracking it down for all the rest of you to enjoy. 
It was early evening on 2nd February when news broke, via Birdguides then from the Beds County 
Recorder Steve Blain, that a Little Bunting had been found in Bedfordshire. If confirmed, it would 
become the County’s first record of the scarce visitor to the UK (albeit nowadays not the classified BB 
Rarity it was once considered to be). 
 
It transpired that the finder was a birder from north-east England, Ross Ahmed, who, whilst carrying out 
an environmental study west of Great Barford, Bedfordshire, had found, and photographed, an apparent 
Little Bunting - but, unfortunately, the exact location was unknown and some exploring would be 
needed! 
 
Richard Bashford was first off the mark early the next morning, 3rd February, and explored paths 
adjacent to the Bedford to Great Barford road but without any success. Richard knew that there were 
some gravel extraction proposals for the land generally west of the village and correctly concluded that 
that was the likely cause of this environmental survey visit. 
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Dave Odell was next on the scene and had decided to try his luck along the riverside footpath west of 
the village keeping to the north bank. He had an interesting possibility briefly about a quarter of a mile 
from the village accompanying some Reed Buntings. Amongst those quickly heading over to join DJO 
were Lol Carman, Bob Chalkley, Rob Dazley, Roy Dunham, Jim Gurney, Tony Hukin, Barry 
Nightingale, Steve Rooke, Pete Smith, one other birder I didn’t know by name and, of course, me. I 
noted the time of my search being from 9.50 to 12.50 with the period from 10.05 to 12.30 being in the 
immediate vicinity of DJO’s ‘find’. Steve Blain and Richard Bashford were arriving as I left. 
 
There was no luck at all in finding other than quite a few Reed Buntings and Yellowhammers. Some of 
those visiting walked further along the river to where the footpath leaves the field side and goes up and 
over a green metal footbridge – this path eventually coming to Willington. More Buntings were seen in 
game strips but alas not our quarry. 
Was it a Little Bunting?, who was this observer?, did anyone know him?, where exactly was he? etc etc – 
these questions filled the ether of both emails and phone calls between the keenest of local birders. 
 

   

 
 
 
 
Reed Bunting – one of many at Great 
Barford;  
well observed while birders awaited a re-
appearance from the Little Bunting 

Saturday afternoon came along and Tim Robson had been diligently looking at the many buntings in the 
area of this footbridge. He’d been there a couple of hours and at 3.06 was seriously thinking enough was 
enough when, ‘bingo’, or similar expletives I suspect, there it was, Bedfordshire’s first Little Bunting.  
TR put the news out promptly, DJO texted me at 3.20 and ‘Plumb-line’ broadcast the news by texts at 
3.40 with the grid ref added at 3.50 by when I was half-way along the half-mile walk from the parking 
area next to the village pub – how apt. Also present late afternoon were TR, LC, BC, Pete Nash, Matt 
Burgess, Pip Housden, TH, SCB and at least one other unknown to me – regrettably no one else other 
than Tim got a glimpse. SCB confirmed the grid ref as TL129511. 
 
Later that evening Tim Robson put out full details of his search in an email, an extract of which I’ve 
included here “I'd been at Barford since midday but spent the first hour searching footpaths immediately to the west of the 
village near the school, but there were very few birds around and no buntings of any sort. I got to Barford bridge just as Lol 
C and another birder were leaving and was informed that everyone else had left but there were lots of Reed Buntings in and 
around the game strip near where the path crosses over the river. Because of the light I eventually decided the best plan was to 
stand on the footbridge and scan the trees to the north as birds were continually flying up into them from the game strip, but 
I didn't look at the game strip directly. After about two hours and many Reed Buntings later I'd had enough and had just 
come off the footbridge when a small flock of buntings flew over the path from the game strip and landed in a bush to the 
right of the path at around head height. The first bird I got my bins on looked just like a Little Bunting and I quickly 
confirmed this with full-frame views through my scope. I then had to juggle glasses and phone while trying to keep an eye on 
the bird. News safely out to Steve B I returned to watching the bird, but not long after the flock dropped down out of the 
back of the bush. I waited to see if they would fly back up and a couple of Reed Buntings did but the Little Bunting never 
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reappeared. Shortly after several birds flew back over the path towards the game strip and I presume the Little Bunting was 
one of them. After perhaps 15-20 minutes the first birders arrived but despite searching the bird could not be refound.  
I have no doubt the bird be there tomorrow and will probably stay around for some time, but it was looked for all day today 
and I saw it just once for a total of a couple of minutes. There are many Reed Buntings (maybe 100) but only a few are on 
show at any one time, so you need a lot of persistence or luck. (Mostly the latter) You will know it if you see the bird, if you 
just think it's the bird, it isn't: It is a nice bright individual. The exact grid ref for where I saw the bird is TL130511 but 
the grid ref that Steve gave for the game strip is probably where it is spending most of its time feeding.” 
 
Unsurprisingly there were lots of visitors to the area on Sunday, 5th February, including me, again, 
especially in the wake of Steve Blain’s email at 9.40 to confirm that RIB had seen the Little Bunting in 
this same vicinity at 9.35. SCB and RD put out some seed during the day but the buntings initially took 
very little interest in it. The game strip ran maybe 300m west of the footbridge, and, having had the ok 
from the farmer that birders were allowed, some ventured along its edge (keeping well off the kale crop – 
nasty stuff “greens”).  
At 12.30 Andy Jackson found it from this north side of the strip in the hedgerow, but it evaded everyone 
else’s eyes, most of us having been up on the bridge scanning the various buntings coming into the trees 
and bushes as best they could. Dave Ball, BC and JG likely had a brief view from the lower section of the 
bridge but it quickly ‘hopped off’. 
 
I decided to make a vigil of it on the Monday spending from c9.30 to 4.35 in the area. Amongst others 
spending time searching today were DJO, Keith Owen, JG, LGRE, PS, BJN, PN, LC, BC, SCB, IKD 
and his wife and John Francis. Lee Evans and TH had a fairly brief view as did a few others. At 1.42, 
Peter Smith emailed “Just to confirm, Lee (Evans)saw the bunting just before Barry (Nightingale) and I arrived 10.15, 
Dave Odell saw it around 30 minutes later and I saw it at 11.15ish.” These views were all very brief and mostly 
with other birders alongside those seeing it but the bird had gone before others got onto it. 
 
I wasn’t giving up! So next morning, Tuesday, I spent several more hours wrapped in many layers in this 
quite bitterly cold week seeking a confirmatory view. Others present with me today included Stuart 
Warren, RDD, JG, DHB, PH, Darren Thomas, Mick Price and at least three others. DHB had the 
briefest of views from the bridge c1.00 and Mick Price saw it pretty well by the game strip near the start 
of the footbridge c3.00 but again it evaded everyone else’s gaze. 
 
What shall I do on Wednesday? I know, drive 10 miles each way from Kempston to Great Barford, get 
freezing cold and not see a Little Bunting – mission accomplished! Indeed there were no reports of any 
sightings by anyone today – others searching included at least SCB, Cliff Tack and Martin Stevens. 
And so it came to pass that Thursday, February 9th arrived and, as was my habit for the last week, I 
wrapped up warm, gathered some scoff, ‘scope, bins and camera and headed east. Today’s visit would 
last from 10.18 to 1.48. On this occasion CT and I bumped into another birder soon after our arrival, it 
was Ross Ahmed, the finder, and moreover he’d seen it again this morning from the game strip at 
9.20am. RA told us that he’d originally arrived from the west and it was only about the third bunting he 
had encountered along this game strip that proved to be the Little Bunting. He was surprised it had 
proven so elusive – well it blooming well had been! DHB arrived to join CT and me and we were toward 
the western end of the game strip when I alerted the others to a bunting I’d got in my ‘scope and had 
taken a quick record photo of. Both saw it for a few seconds each before it flew off and wasn’t relocated 
– but it was indeed the Little Bunting – hoorah, yes hoorah many times over, perseverance had paid off. 
Size does matter – and this was “Little”! Neil Wright was arriving as we left but regrettably the bird had 
gone AWOL again. 
 
That afternoon, I emailed “Eventually, at 12.50, my ‘scope trained on a smaller bird to the left of a drake Reed 
Bunting in one of the bushes – good crown stripe, black breast streaking, pale legs and feet, straight culmen giving a longer 
pointier bill than that of the adjacent female Reed Bunting on the same branches, hint of pale spot at rear of ear coverts, 
black line bordering rear of ear coverts but said coverts not as orangey as I’d have expected, couldn’t see greyish rather than 
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brown shoulder on angle of views I was getting, hmm, not completely sure, take a quick couple of record shots with my  
Lumix pocket camera, still there, looking better now, neat white eye ring, broad white wrap round maler, surely it’s the 
bird, “Dave take a look at this” – interesting but out of focus for his eyesight, “Cliff have a look”, “that’s it”! I looked 
back thro’ my ‘scope but the bird had dropped back into the crop. We looked at the (poor) photos – surely this was the 
Little Bunting!“ It was indeed the same bird as photographed last Sunday by Richard Bashford and Andy 
Jackson.  
 
Many birders had been adding to the seed spoil during the week, including additions by DHB and me, so 
it was fitting that our views would be nowhere near it – huh! However, gradually the buntings and good 
numbers of Linnets and Chaffinches got used to birders’ and were beginning to visit regularly for free 
nosh.  
On Friday, I stayed at home – I felt rather odd, I was happy, warm and cosy not cold and forlorn, and 
yesterday I had seen a county tick – my 263rd in Bedfordshire – still 3 behind DHB though – grrrr. There 
were no reports of anyone seeing the bird today, but on Saturday 11th February, it was seen with other 
birds coming to the seed by Andy Grimsey and others – now it was simple, stroll up, wait patiently (just 
like you’re in A+E), be still and quiet – that’s very hard for some of you – and eventually the Little 
Bunting would show – Barry Nightingale had been on holiday for much of the week in Norfolk, John 
Bowler had been abroad – both now enjoyed stress free visits and went home very happy. 
 

 
 
Having had a few days away from the site, this bird’s magnetism lured me back on Monday 13th and with 
several others I had some good views of the LB a number of occasions during the morning and I got 
some proper photographs. [PH, JG and I went to Lincolnshire in the afternoon – the Red-spotted 
Bluethroat at Willow Tree Fen showed brilliantly to all visitors hopping about in the middle of the track 
adjacent to the reed-bed (the bird not the birders) – now why couldn’t our Bunting have behaved like 
that?]. 
 
A few days later, my wife and I travelled up to Troon to visit our daughter and her family – got some 
great birding in, including seeing 11 species of gull! Happily, the Little Bunting remained faithful to its 
seed patch, even after the farmer had ploughed the game strip in, and was giving all visitors with some 
time to spend very decent views indeed. Although on 2nd March, LGRE and I dipped , it performed 
really well on and off during a couple of hours visit on 7th – the last time I walked the fateful path, which 
was no longer the quagmire it was initially. The last email I saw giving its continued presence was on 21st 
March – almost 2 months after its initial discovery. 
 
Article and photo copyright of Martin J Palmer, 48 Gilbert Close, Kempston, Bedford MK42 8RN 
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ILLUSTRATIONS BY: 
 
Graham Bellamy:  Swift 
Martin Palmer: Little Bunting; Nightingale 
Sean D’Arcy:  Garganey 
Steve Blain:  Reed Bunting, Avocets, Great White Egret 
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